
Anime & mmorpgs 
explained

WHY THIS TOPIC? BECAUSE ITS UNPLEASANT DOING SOMETHING THAT YOU 
DON’T CARE ABOUT OR DON’T LIKE (TO MAKE IT SIMPLE IT’S BECAUSE I SPEND 
MOST OF THE TIME WATCHING ANIME AND PLAYING COMPUTER GAMES) + 

SOMEONE ON THEVOICE SITE ASKED ME TO. I WILL ANSWER 
WHAT IS ANIME, MMORPG AND COVER

THE BAD SIDES OF IT.

I hope you’re happy, you *****



Firstly about anime

Anime is an animation style which came from Japan with its original 
characters

and environment. There are a lot of anime genres like action, comedy, 
psychological, 

romance, drama, horror, slice of life, music and a lot more. There is also 
mangas

basically they’re just comics. Japanese comics. They have a big 
influence to anime,

because most of them are based on mangas.



Drawing styles

There are a lot drawing styles for anime, manga. They’re not
most realistic. Usually big eyes, sharp hair, sharp chin and etc.

Anatomy is not really difficult, because its not supposed
To be realistic.



Hate around anime community

Oh boy, this is going to be great. All’s fun and games until haters come. There 
are a lot of people who dislike anime. Some of them don’t have a solid 

argument, but some of them do. They think that anime is childish (1st photo), 
but they should watch horror anime (no photos). And some think its indecent

(there is certain genre for that, I don’t want to talk  about that, again no photos please). 
And here comes the ugly part. Wannabes. Wannabees or rather, weeaboos, are people

who try to reenact something or someone. In this case, some anime fans are
taking it a little bit overboard, for example: using Japanese words in their sentences.
Creepy stuff, don’t search it on google images. For your own good. I did and I cried.



MMORPGS and their basics
MMORPG is “Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game”. You can create

your own character and play with other people.
Once you create your character you can start exploring. Level up with experience

points, fight people or monsters, take quests, join party, join raids, meet new people.
Level is gained by collecting experience points. In MMORPGS also happen events

In which players participate.



Experience points are units of measurement to quantify player 
characters progression through the game.
Health and mana. 0 health- you’re dead. 0 mana- You can’t cast any 
spells as a wizard
What is a raid? Raid is a type of mission in which number of people 
attempt to 
defeat a boss monster. Raids often require multiple of hours of 
constant gameplay.
There is also guilds. Guilds or clans are formed groups of people who 
play online game. Guilds are often involved in raids.
PK- player killing
Loot- money, items dropped from monsters.
NPC- non player character, bot.
GM- employee of the company which created the game, in-game 
overseer.

Terminology



There are classes and races. Races are just species of your character. On the 
other hand, there is many classes, here are the basic ones:

-Humans –Orc
-Fighter
-Rogue
-Monk

-Wizard -Cleric

Races and classes



To the point of addiction

So this is the bad side of MMORPGS. Some people become addicted 
to it and can’t stop playing to the point where they can’t pay for their 
rent, because they’ve already spent all of their money on in-game 
items. Same with drugs or anime. However these cases are really rare. 
MMORPGS are fun, because you can do, what you can’t in real life.



So what do these things have in common?

There is more and more mmorpgs with anime drawing styles, and the opposite,
more, and more animes about being trapped in the games or fantasy world.

And I just didn’t want 1 topic.
What was the purpose of this? I'm answering to this question in the end of the
presentation, because you were forced to listen to me anyway. The purpose
was to maybe get you into anime and mmorpgs.
This was a presentation, so I didn’t write as much as
I'm planning to write on The Voice site. No, seriously. 
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